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We propose a method to homogenize 
heterogeneous datasets for training a federated 

learning model and determining necessary 
granularity for accurate model performance.



Machine Learning vs Federated Learning

Traditional Machine Learning Federated Learning Architecture



Federated Learning (FedML)

● Advantage
○ Protects user privacy

■ Sends model weights

● Disadvantage
○ Slower weight updates

■ Slower convergence

● Minimize the loss function

○ Sensitive to heterogeneity

■ Datasets



Statistical Heterogeneity

● Causes
○ Skewed label distribution

○ Skewed feature distribution

○ Granularity differences

● Approach
○ Ignore annotations and recluster based on images

○ Use annotations to confirm reclustering

○ Must determine number of classes



Methodology

● Annotated Ship Datasets
○ ABOShips, Seaships, VIS onshore and offshore

● Python Scripts:
○ Crop and Sort Images

○ Extract Features

○ Create T-SNE Plot

■ Determine Perplexity Value

○ Recluster Images & Reannotate

● Future: Use to train model



Dataset Preparation: Cropping

● ABOShips, Seaships, VIS offshore and 
onshore

● Annotations
○ Seaship boundaries

■ X min
■ X max
■ Y min
■ Y max

○ Boat Class
■ Ex: cargo ship, passenger ship, 

cruise-boat, bulk cargo carrier

● Crop and categorize into class folders



Dataset Preparation: Feature Extraction

● Convert images to vectors based on averaging feature 

vectors the algorithm recognizes and extracts
○ Stores the features as a numpy array

● Off the shelf resnet feature extractor (CNN)
○ Github repository: img2vec

○ Fixed classes

● Allows direct numerical image comparison
○ Similarity score csv files

● Customized Python Scripts

aboships_similarity.csv

img2vec simulation



T-SNE Plot

● t-distributed stochastic neighbor embedding (T-SNE)
● Nonlinear dimensionality reduction algorithm to reduce dimensionality

○ Clusters similar points together and distance between different clusters
● Perplexity value

○ If low, tendency is too many points together in a cluster & will not increase distance 
between different clusters

○ If high, opposite occurs
● Perplexity vs Divergence Graphs: pinpoint correct value

○ Divergence quantifies the difference between 2 probability distributions (ie clusters) 
○ We find the minimum divergence before stabilization and take its perplexity value

Perplexity vs Divergence Graphs Seaships & ABO Ships



T-SNE Dataset Visualization

● We group ships based on features

● T-SNE allows cluster visualization of similarities/differences between classes

● Python Script

● Set perplexity level to previously determined values

tsne_seaships_p25_im70 tsne_ABOships_p17_im300



Future Steps

● Cluster the datasets together

● Apply method to the federated learning 

setting
○ Integrate with FedML platform cross-silo 

edge devices

● Impact: can be applied to preparing many 

different types of image datasets
○ Is usable strategy for homogenization



Skills Learned Specific to Project

● Fundamentals of Machine & Federated Learning
○ Math behind the models: gradient descent 

algorithms, convolutional neural networks (cnn), 
loss functions. Back batch propagation, feature 
selection, unsupervised/supervised learning, 
bias-variance tradeoff

● Ubuntu Linux Terminal
○ Install and execute programs and code

● FedML Simulations and ML-ops Platform
● Github
● Python

○ Libraries: tensorflow, pytorch, sklearn, matplotlib
○ File image cropping, feature extraction, t-sne plot 

creation, perplexity scores, csv file read and write



Other Research Skills Learned

● Robot Operating System (ROS)
○ Fundamentals, writing publisher and 

subscribers in c++ and python
● Google Colab: keras machine learning model
● Semantic Segmentation Editor: Lidar
● Overleaf: LaTeX

○ Documentation & IEEE Paper Formatting
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